STRATEGIC PLAN

2018–2025

ENRICHING AND EXTENDING
THE DANA DIFFERENCE

For nearly 140 years, the story of Dana Hall School has been a
story of leadership, innovation, and impact. We are, and always
have been, an institution with a distinctive mission and a powerful
sense of purpose. This mission has inspired generations of Dana
educators to devise and deliver bold academic programs, to
appreciate the unique possibilities and pressures facing girls and
young women inside and outside the classroom, and to attract
students from across the United States as well as Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, and the Americas. We think of this profound and
enduring legacy as the Dana Difference: We prepare students for
the challenges and choices they will face as women and citizens
of the world, and we help create the confident, compassionate,
intellectually curious young women the world so desperately needs.
This strategic plan, which charts our story through 2025, aims
to enrich and extend the Dana Difference—to look with fresh eyes

LEADERSHIP, INNOVATION, IMPACT
THE DANA DIFFERENCE
and open minds at our academic offerings and distinctive approach
to teaching and learning, our diverse and global community
of students and families, the experience of residential life, the
ever-evolving places and spaces of our campus, and the resources
required to deliver on our vision and ensure that a Dana education
remains within reach for students from as wide a variety of
backgrounds as possible.
Vision 2025 is meant to be both aspirational and actionable.
Our aim is to create a vivid description of the future, and to identify
what is required, institutionally and financially, to make that future
a reality. To that end, this plan sets out a set of projects, programs,
and initiatives organized around the five core themes that we
believe will shape the Dana Hall of 2025. Those themes are outlined
on the following page.
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VISION 2025 THEMES
Teaching and Learning
the Dana Way

Dana Hall has always been committed
to academic rigor. Going forward, we will
also embrace a commitment to academic
vigor—cultivating a spirit of intellectual
curiosity, energy, and curricular dynamism
through which we embrace programs
of study that transcend established
boundaries, assess whether and how
current offerings align with the skills
and content students need to thrive
in college and beyond, and rethink
how students, teachers, and coaches

spend time in the classroom, on the
courts and playing fields, on the stage
and in the studio. Dana will also be a
leader in culturally competent teaching
practices. We will provide faculty with
professional-development opportunities
that encourage personal reflection,
innovative craft, and an understanding
of the evolving needs of students from
a wide range of backgrounds and lived
experiences.

E Pluribus Dana:
Many Backgrounds,
One Community

Genuine inclusion means turning what
may look like either-or distinctions into
both-and connections: day students and
boarding students; domestic boarders
and international boarders; Middle School
and Upper School; students, teachers,
and administrators of different national,
racial, religious, and socioeconomic
backgrounds. We will implement a set

of initiatives to support a unified Dana
community and create a spirit and reality
of inclusion and belonging that defines
life at the School. We want each student
to develop and express her individual
voice, to find ways to enrich the whole
community by sharing values, worldviews,
and experiences that are specific to her.

Rooms With a
(Point of ) View:
Enhancing
Residential Life

From its earliest days, Dana Hall has
been a place for students to live as well
as to learn. We will expand our vibrant
residential community by accelerating
enrollment of boarding students from
around the state, country, and world.
We will generate the resources necessary
to make the Dana Hall boarding
experience available to the widest possible
range of qualified students, and to

make boarding at Dana Hall even more
attractive for all students. We will enhance
the residential experience by continuing
our programs to renovate the dorms and
deepen connections between boarding
and day students and boarding and day
families, so that the experience of day
students and families is even richer by
virtue of their community with boarding
students and families.

Places, Spaces, and
Facilities: Architecting
the Dana Experience

One of Dana Hall’s distinguishing features
is its historic and spacious campus, an
ideal setting for learning and community.
We will build new spaces, as well as
leverage, enhance, and optimize existing
facilities, to renew our formidable physical
environment in the interests of academic

rigor and vigor, competitive athletics,
robust visual and performing arts, and a
vibrant and inclusive community. We will
renew the campus and grounds to support
and embody the Dana Difference, and to
do so in ways that are creative, flexible,
and financially sustainable.

Financing
the Future

The scale and scope of Dana Hall’s student
body, faculty, staff, and campus is our
greatest strength. It also creates a high
degree of complexity for budgets, capital
spending, and ongoing operations. We will
continue to refine the School’s business
model in order to attract and retain the
best teachers, make a Dana education

available to the widest pool of students,
and respond to the financial challenges
facing all independent schools. Moreover,
we will enhance the culture of philanthropy
among alumnae and parents, and plan
for a major capital campaign to grow the
endowment and Dana Fund and secure a
prosperous and sustainable future.
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Dana Hall embarks on its next chapter from a position
of unparalleled strength and possibility. Our finances have
never been stronger, our students have never been more
accomplished, our mission has never been more relevant.
At the same time, many of our key constituencies ( from
families and alumnae to colleges and universities) are asking
more of us than ever, and the economic and social landscape
of independent education is changing faster than ever. It is
easy to be excited about all that Dana Hall is poised to achieve
through 2025, yet hard not to be struck by the complexities
and pressures facing all independent schools, especially those
of access and affordability.

UNPARALLELED STRENGTH
AND POSSIBILITY
So we bring to this plan what the legendary Stanford
educator John Gardner called “tough-minded optimism”—
an unblinking recognition of the challenges that the School,
our students, and their families navigate every day, and an
abiding faith in our capacity to deliver on a truly distinctive
vision of what we can and should become. Vision 2025 reflects
our deep belief in the timeless mission of Dana Hall, and our
commitment to a set of timely innovations that will shape an
even more compelling future for the School.
We hope you share our enthusiasm for enriching and
extending the Dana Difference, and that you will make a
difference in the future of this vital institution.
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Teaching and Learning
the Dana Way
Dana Hall has always been committed to academic rigor. Going forward,
we will also embrace a commitment to academic vigor—cultivating a
spirit of intellectual curiosity, energy, and curricular dynamism, rethinking
how students, teachers, and coaches spend time in the classroom, on
the courts and playing fields, on the stage and in the studio.

AS P IR ATIO N S
DANA HALL PROVIDES its students with a
unique opportunity to prepare themselves
for the challenges and choices they will
face as women and citizens of the world.
We cultivate the academic skills, athletic
and artistic pursuits, socio-emotional
strengths, and life experiences necessary
for graduates to thrive in a world that is
changing faster than ever. Dana Hall has
always been, and will remain, committed
to academic rigor and co-curricular
distinction. We will deliver excellence
in disciplines from history, literature,
and the arts to math, science, and
computing. We will encourage more
girls to immerse themselves in STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts, Mathematics) courses, create
more opportunities for advanced Upper
School STEAM students, and accelerate
STEAM development, beginning in the
Middle School.

Going forward, we will also lead
the way in embracing a spirit of and
a commitment to academic vigor—
cultivating programs of study that
encourage a spirit of curiosity, passion
and personal growth, not just mastery of
static content; reflecting on whether and
how familiar academic offerings align with
the skills and content students need to
thrive at Dana, in higher education, and
in their careers; rethinking how students
and teachers spend their time inside
and outside the classroom, to respond
to the crisis of overscheduled students,
to emphasize quality of experience over
quantity, and balance ambition and
anxiety in a way that fosters wellness and
mitigates stress. Building upon Dana Hall’s
founding principle of boldly educating
young women, we will reassess and refine
our academic and co-curricular programs
so that they prepare students to thrive in
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the world that will be, not the world as it
has been.
Moreover, Dana Hall will be a leader
in culturally competent teaching practices.
We will provide faculty with professionaldevelopment opportunities that encourage
personal reflection, innovative craft, and
an understanding of the evolving needs
of young women from a wide range of
backgrounds, countries, and cultures. We
will create more opportunities for each
student, inside and outside the classroom,
to share her experiences and develop her
voice, in order to deepen and broaden the
learning environment for all students. We
will revisit and refresh our much-admired
programs aimed at fostering life balance,
personal resilience, and emotional
well-being. We will develop students
with deep cross-cultural understanding,
empathy, compassion, and the ability to
thrive in a diverse world.

Dana Hall School : Vision 2025

I NI TIATIV E S
Ω Remap the academic and co-curricular
program, to ensure that course content
supports the development of relevant
academic and real-world skills, and that
athletic and artistic programs amplify
those skills. Institute a process for
updating and revising Dana’s assessment
of what skills and content are most
important for success beyond the School,
and how that assessment relates to the
SHE List (skills, habits, experiences).
Support professional development for
faculty centered on skill development
and curricular design. Invite the faculty
to be purposeful and intentional about
what content is central to our mission,
to identify the defining skills that should
drive curricular choices, and to align the
skills and content we teach with what will
be needed outside of academia.

Ω Examine the grades 5–12 department
structure and examine cross-departmental
and cross-divisional opportunities.
Review hiring priorities around
discipline expertise, design knowledge,
and multicultural practices. Consider
ways that physical space for faculty and
students may foster greater collaboration
and connections.

Ω Find opportunities for students to
play a greater role in the design of their
educational experiences inside and
outside the classroom. This may include
reviewing graduation requirements,
examining the curricular pathway to
graduation for students, and researching
innovative pedagogical approaches.

Ω Identify ways to elevate, expand, and
refine the Forum program, and related
offerings, so we remain at the forefront of
social-emotional teaching and learning.
A hallmark of a Dana education is its
focus on health and wellness. We have an
opportunity to build on the rich history of
this signature offering.

Ω Review the school schedule (daily,
annual) to support academic, athletic, and
experiential goals and student-centered
outcomes in the context of a vibrant
day-and-boarding school. Devise ways to
better align the Upper School schedule
and the Middle School schedule, to provide
more opportunities for collaboration
between teachers and students at the two
schools, and which may allow accelerated
Middle School students access to some
Upper School classes.

Ω In light of all the research available
on brain development and adolescent
anxiety—research that we both apply
and help create—begin the process of
rethinking long-established uses of time
inside and outside the classroom. Look
candidly at the role of homework in the
Middle School and Upper School, the
pressures and demands it places on
students and families, and consider
creative ways to make homework “work”
more effectively. Likewise, review timing
of major academic assessments and
formal academic reporting with an eye
towards maintaining excellence while
reducing anxiety.

Ω Review academic and co-curricular
programs with an eye toward their
alignment with the School’s inclusion and
diversity statement and commitment to
inclusion. Expose students to additional
real-world opportunities in and around
Boston, both for work-oriented projects
and community engagement. Provide
spaces for open and candid conversations
about the experiences of people across
backgrounds, races, and genders. Overall,
identify more engaging opportunities
inside and outside the classroom to
prepare students for the challenges and
choices they will face as women and
citizens of a complex and diverse world.

DANA HALL:
FROM PAST TO FUTURE

1967
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E Pluribus Dana:
Many Backgrounds,
One Community
The true promise of Dana Hall is rooted in the diversity of its students,
families, alumnae, teachers, administrators, and staff. That promise
materializes when differences in lived experience serve to unite us
around a shared sense of purpose, voice, and belonging.

AS P IR ATIO N S
THE TRUE PROMISE OF Dana Hall
is rooted in the diversity of its
students, families, alumnae, teachers,
administrators, and staff. That promise
materializes when differences in lived
experience serve to unite us around
a shared sense of purpose, voice, and
belonging. Genuine inclusion means
turning what may look like either-or
distinctions into both-and connections:
days students and boarding students;
domestic boarders and international
boarders; Middle School and Upper
School; students, teachers, and
administrators of many national, racial,
and socioeconomic backgrounds.

We will identify and implement
a set of initiatives to support a unified
Dana community and create a spirit and
reality of inclusion that defines life at the
School—initiatives that build on and go
beyond the positive work that has been
done over the last several years, including
the recent climate assessment by Diversity
Directions. We want each student to
develop and express her individual
voice, to find ways to enrich the whole
community by sharing values, worldviews,
and experiences that are specific to her.
Our commitment to inclusion and
community-building will go far beyond
the student experience, as vital as that
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is. We will make progress on hiring,
training, and retaining faculty and staff
from different backgrounds, and recruit
trustees whose breadth of backgrounds
will enrich governance. We will recognize
and celebrate the diversity of our families,
and create opportunities for parents
from a wide range of backgrounds to
have a greater presence on campus and
in conversations about the future. We
will also review structural elements of
life at Dana Hall— calendars, schedules,
events—and revise them to promote
collaboration and inclusion.

Dana Hall School : Vision 2025

I NI TIATIV E S
Ω Implement the findings and
recommendations of the Spring 2018
Diversity Directions report, to make
meaningful, structural progress on the
culture of inclusion among our students.
The primary goal is for all students to know
and feel that they can access everything
Dana Hall has to offer, and for each
student to know that she is valued, seen,
and heard. In addition, consistent with
our commitment to culturally competent
teaching, we will update our instructional
programs, as well as the Forum program,
to include purposeful curriculum around
diversity, equity, and inclusion, and
provide training in unconscious bias at
student orientation. We will expand the
conversation around inclusion to mental
health, body image, and wellness.

Ω Unite and empower Upper School
students and Middle School students,
boarders and day students, students from
within and outside the U.S. Interactions
between students of different ages,
backgrounds, and nationalities provide
some of the best opportunities for
learning and growth. But they require
attention to schedules, meetings, and
events. We can create cohorts of students

from different backgrounds to engage
in long-term activities together. We
can add programming to build deeper
relationships between students of
different ages, and between day and
boarding students. We can expand our
Global Connections program to include
alumnae and more local families. We can
improve communications with families
of day students about activities available
to boarders, and to families of boarding
students about opportunities to interact
with day students and their families.

Ω Become a leader among independent
schools in the work of community, equity,
and inclusion as it applies to faculty
and staff. We will seek to accelerate
recruitment and focus on retention of
faculty and staff from diverse backgrounds.
We will provide additional professional
training on unconscious bias. We will fund
increased participation in conferences and
training for faculty and staff on issues of
inclusion and community. We will sponsor
and encourage regular social events for
people of color and members of LGBTQ
faculty and staff. The ultimate goal is
not just cultural sensitivity but cultural
competence—a key skill to prepare our
students for the future.

Ω Celebrate the diversity of our parents,
families, and alumnae. To unite and serve
a community, we recognize and showcase
members of the community from the
widest possible range of background and
experiences. We will organize alliance
groups for parents and give these groups
more of a platform and voice at public
events and school gatherings. We will use
existing parent and alumnae groups to
engage more intentionally with diverse
members of our community. We will
use Dana Hall marketing materials and
platforms to represent the diversity of our
parents, families, and alumnae.

DANA HALL:
FROM PAST TO FUTURE

1940
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Rooms With
a (Point of) View:
Enriching
Residential Life
Dana’s long history as a boarding school that draws students from
across the United States and around the world, as well as a day
school that attracts students from in and around Boston, creates a
student experience few institutions can rival. Our identity as a dayand-boarding school with global reach and local roots is what makes
Dana Hall so unique, so special, so vibrant.

AS P IR ATIO N S
FROM ITS EARLIEST DAYS, Dana Hall has

been a place for students to live as well as
to learn. Our long history as a boarding
school that draws students from across
the United States and around the world, as
well as a day school that attracts students
from in and around Boston, creates a
student experience few institutions can
rival. Our community has members who
speak different languages, bring different
customs, and live hundreds or thousands
of miles from home. These students are
surrounded by classmates whose families
live close by and can provide an extra layer
of support to boarders. Our identity as a
day-and-boarding school with global reach

and local roots is what makes Dana Hall so
unique, so special, so vibrant.
We will expand the size and scope of
our residential community by accelerating
enrollment of boarding students from
around the state, country, and world. We
will learn more about perceptions of Dana
Hall locally, nationally, and internationally,
and communicate the unique attributes
of residential life here, including the value
of its location so close to Boston and its
leadership in the arts, sciences, business,
and technology. We will generate the
resources to make the Dana Hall boarding
experience available to the widest
possible range of qualified students, and

make Dana Hall even more attractive to
all students.
We will also work to enhance the
residential experience and deepen
connections between boarding and day
students and boarding and day families.
We will continue renovating the dorms,
assess policies for students who remain
on campus during weekends, create
more varied weekend programs, develop
initiatives that bring more day students
and their families to campus at night and
on weekends, and build on programs
that allow day students to experience
boarding life.
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I NI TIATIV E S
Ω Develop a data-driven plan to address
the demographic challenges facing
independent schools in general and
boarding schools in particular. Nationally,
school-age populations and enrollment in
independent schools are dropping; this
trend is most pronounced in the Northeast,
our largest source of domestic boarding
students. Dana Hall has been addressing
this demographic challenge head-on, and
we will build on our aggressive efforts.
But doing so requires allocating time and
resources in marketing and enrollment
management to build our admissions
pipeline in select areas of the United States
with growing school-age populations;
adding to the range of countries outside
the U.S. from which we recruit; and
addressing the challenge of attracting
full-pay domestic boarders, one of the
most pressing issues facing all boarding
schools. Identify and achieve the optimal
ratio of boarding-to-day students we aim
to enroll over the next three years and
by 2025.

Ω Expand and increase resources
for marketing strategies that fully
communicate the unique benefits of
boarding life at Dana Hall, especially

as compared to traditional boarding
schools. Building on our current efforts,
these programs would further document
how day students and families make the
boarding experience more compelling;
emphasize how our location close to
Boston distinguishes life here from life
at more remote campuses; chronicle the
value of a community that attracts bright
ambitious students from Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, and other regions, especially
in this age of global competition and
leadership.

Ω Increase need-based and merit-based
aid for top-performing boarding students.
In recent years, Dana Hall has made a
commitment to moderate the growth
of tuition and room-and-board charges
relative to peer schools, and this plan
aims to generate even more resources
to expand this commitment. Still, every
year, we lose some boarding students to
other schools that offer far more aid than
we can, even when these students clearly
prefer Dana Hall. Increasing the amount of
financial aid available to students is vital
to the School as a whole, but it is especially
important for the boarding population,
where costs are especially high.

Ω Increase the number of students
(boarding and day) who spend time in the
evening and on weekends on campus, and
further the sense of connection between
day and boarding students, boarding
students and day families, boarding
parents and the School as a whole.
Maintain our program to renovate the
dorms and common areas to improve
the residential experience for boarding
students, and to make them more
attractive places for day students to spend
time. Expand initiatives such as the
Head’s Council, which gives more voice
to boarding students and allows a select
number of day students to experience
boarding life for one year.

DANA HALL:
FROM PAST TO FUTURE

1920
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Places, Spaces, and
Facilities: Architecting
the Dana Experience
Dana Hall has been breaking new ground (literally) for decades,
adding buildings and renovating existing structures so as to
maintain and renew our formidable campus. Our aim is to renew
the built environment to embody the Dana Difference, and to do
so in ways that are creative, flexible, and financially prudent.

AS P IR ATIO N S
ONE OF DANA HALL’S distinguishing

features is its elegant and spacious campus,
a peaceful setting just 15 miles from the
energy and intensity of downtown Boston.
Our 52-acre grounds include four main
academic buildings, Bardwell Auditorium,
the Karen Stives ’68 Equestrian Center,
the Shipley Center (athletics), the newly
renovated Erisman Center (dining hall
and student activities), the Helen Temple
Cooke Library, six student dormitories,
and 18 residential properties for faculty,
staff, and administrators. Dana Hall has
been breaking new ground (literally) on
campus for decades, adding buildings and
renovating existing structures so as to

maintain a modern and well-functioning
physical environment.
Going forward, we will create new
spaces, as well as leverage, enhance, and
optimize existing facilities, to renew our
formidable campus in the interests of
academic rigor and vigor, competitive
athletics, robust performing arts, and
a vibrant and inclusive community of
day students, boarding students, faculty,
and staff. Our aim is to renew the built
environment to embody the Dana
Difference—a physical expression of
what distinguishes the School’s mission
and purpose—and to do so in ways that
are creative, flexible, and financially

prudent. In all of these plans, we will
honor our long-standing commitment to
sustainability and sound environmental
stewardship.
Our plans will reflect and build on
the insights of the Dana Hall School Master
Plan Update, which was finalized in June
2013, as well as the strategic priorities set
forth in Vision 2025. Arriving at a final set
of construction and renovation projects,
and determining in which order they will
unfold, will require deep discussion and
engagement with faculty, staff, parents,
students, and alumnae. But there is wide
agreement on the overall priorities for the
School’s places, spaces, and facilities.
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I NI TIATIV E S
Upper School Classroom Building
Ω A rigorous and vigorous education is
best achieved in classrooms that reflect
the realities of 21st-century learning. The
Upper School Classroom Building, built in
1956, has served us well for decades, and
we have maintained its functionality and
updated certain features. But it has not
had the thorough renovation it deserves.
Our goal is to develop a design for the
Upper School Classroom Building that
encourages creativity, collaboration, and
enthusiasm for learning, a space that is
flexible and durable, with technology that
is scalable and portable. We will begin
a process of inquiry and prototyping to
answer the fundamental question: What
does the future of education look like—
literally? For our academic program to
flourish in the ways this plan envisions,
it is critical to rethink and reimagine the
physical space in which it takes place.
Ultimately, we will arrive at a design for a
new classroom building that will support,
embody, and become a signature of
teaching and learning the Dana Way.

Performing Arts Program
ΩBardwell Auditorium, Dana Hall’s main
performance space, is a home for the arts
for Middle School students, Upper School
students, and the Dana community as a
whole. It has hosted countless plays and
musicals, as well as memorable speeches
by national leaders, including Eleanor
Roosevelt in 1959. It is also the oldest
building on campus. In recent years,
the School has made incremental (yet

meaningful) renovations to Bardwell, to
refresh and modernize the space. There
is an opportunity, however, for a much
more ambitious strategy for reimagining
the role of Bardwell in support of the
School’s actors, musicians, and dancers.
A renovated Bardwell would be multi-use,
vibrant, and accessible, a truly state-ofthe-art center for the performing
arts. Meanwhile, the development of
a “Performing Arts Corridor” would
repurpose adjacent buildings to integrate
Bardwell with the main campus. This
project would be demanding in terms of
resources, and requires in-depth debate
and discussion.

Boarding Life
Ω Over the last few years, the renovation of
the four Johnston dormitories has added a
sense of renewal and modernization to the
boarding experience. The two remaining
dorms, Grey Lodge and Wheeler, are both
due for renovation, which would revitalize
the residential experience for the juniors
and seniors who live there.

On-Campus Housing
Ω Dana Hall’s portfolio of on-campus
housing is one of our strengths as a
school. Our 18 properties host a total of 36
residential units and support 17 teaching
faculty, 10 staff, and eight administrators,
along with their families. On-campus
housing is essential for a boarding s
chool like Dana Hall, which must care
for students on a round-the-clock basis,

and in a high-cost area like Wellesley,
it is an essential asset for recruiting and
retaining talent.
At the same time, our housing stock
is of uneven quality, a few of the structures
are mismatched to the current needs of
faculty and staff, and there may be better
ways to utilize the value of some of these
properties. Thus, we will engage in a
detailed review of Dana Hall’s on-campus
housing and develop a strategy for
renovating, replacing, and disposing of
individual properties. The objective is not
to reduce our commitment to housing
faculty and staff on campus, but to devise
the most effective way to provide the most
modern and appropriate housing, and to
review policies on housing allocation to
make sure they meet the needs of families
of changing size and structure.

Athletic Spaces
Ω Competitive athletics are an important
part of the student experience in the
Upper School and the Middle School.
With the Shipley Center and the newly
expanded Karen Stives ’68 Equestrian
Center, our student-athletes benefit from
some truly impressive facilities. Yet there
remain unmet needs—most notably, a
turf field for Middle School and Upper
School field hockey, soccer, and lacrosse—
that may limit our ability to be as
competitive athletically as we hope to be.
We will build new and leverage existing
athletic infrastructure, on campus and in
the Wellesley community, to attract and
retain students with a keen interest in
competitive sports.

DANA HALL:
FROM PAST TO FUTURE

1934
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Financing
the Future
The scope and breadth of Dana Hall’s student body, faculty, staff, and campus
is our greatest strength. It also creates an unusual degree of complexity for
budgets, capital spending, and ongoing operations. We will continue to refine
the School’s business model in order to keep us on a sustainable course, and
respond to the broader financial challenges facing all independent schools.

AS P IR ATIO N S
THE SCOPE AND BREADTH of Dana Hall’s

student body, faculty, staff, and campus
is our greatest strength, the heart of the
Dana Difference. It also creates an unusual
degree of complexity for budgets, capital
spending, and ongoing operations. We
teach students from 5th grade through
high school; we serve a large population of
day students who go home at night and a
large population of boarding students who
need 24-hour-a-day attention; we maintain
a stock of residential housing for faculty
and administrators and a collection of
signature facilities, such as our renowned
equestrian center, that require ongoing
investment.

We will continue to refine the School’s
business model in order to keep us on a
sustainable course, and respond to the
broader financial challenges facing all
independent schools. Dana Hall must
continue to distinguish itself as a top-tier
independent school by committing
sufficient resources to attract and retain
the best faculty and administrators,
while building and maintaining facilities
that meet the needs of our students,
curriculum, and programs. At the same
time, Dana Hall must plan for a future
in which tuition will not increase at the
rate of expenses. Additionally, we must
maintain and enhance our commitment
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to financial aid in order to continue to
assemble a high-quality and diverse
student body.
To meet these important (and
sometimes competing) goals, Dana Hall
must dramatically increase its capital
resources, through a combination
of investment returns, capital
contributions, and growth in the Dana
Fund. To accomplish these objectives,
we will continue to build the culture of
philanthropy among alumnae and parents.
Specifically, we will plan for a major
capital campaign to grow the endowment
and Dana Fund and secure Dana Hall’s
financial future.

Dana Hall School : Vision 2025

I NI TIATIV E S
Ω Create a compensation structure
to attract and retain the best teachers,
coaches, and administrators. The most
important differentiator of a top-tier
independent school is faculty and
leadership. If we want to continue to
distinguish ourselves, we must have
compensation that is in the top one-third
of our peer institutions and adopt a
compensation philosophy that allows
greater flexibility to reward performance.
We will conduct a benchmark analysis
for faculty and administrators against
peer institutions, including salaries,
benefits, on-campus housing, and housing
allowances for faculty and staff who live
off-campus.

Ω Become even more competitive with
merit scholarships and financial-aid
grants, allowing us to attract and enroll
a student population that is the highest
quality in both academic excellence and
diversity, and deploy these grants in a way
that has the highest impact. The escalating
cost of a Dana Hall education places
increased pressure on financial aid, which
affects accessibility and affordability for
all qualified students. We must remain
competitive versus peer institutions in our
ability to offer financial aid, and prepare
for increasing need as tuition rates
continue to rise.

Ω Become leaders in creating a
sustainable tuition model. As the total cost
of independent-school tuition continues
to grow above inflation, more and more
families risk being priced out of a Dana
Hall education. As other schools wrestle
with this same pressure, we must be
prepared to examine programs to ensure
that they support the School’s mission
and do not put undue pressure on tuition.
We must manage operations so that Dana
Hall becomes a leader in delivering a
sustainable tuition model to our families.

Ω Elevate, evolve, and embrace the
“culture of giving” at Dana Hall. An
essential part of Dana Hall’s institutional
culture includes philanthropy. To achieve
all the goals set forth in the strategic plan,
we must create a plan for articulating the
importance of philanthropy in advancing
Dana Hall’s mission and celebrate
philanthropy by emphasizing ways for
the School to show gratitude. We will also
define and institute new programs and
strategies for volunteer engagement and
activate alumnae to embrace ownership
of Dana Hall and its future.

Ω Launch a capital campaign to grow
the endowment and the Dana Fund.
Our endowment is the School’s financial
bedrock. Our current draw (the percentage
of endowment funds that support annual
operating expenses) is at an appropriately
conservative level of 4%, which we plan
to maintain. In order to address the gap
between the growth of expenses and the
growth of tuition, a mismatch that affects
every independent school, we will need
to increase the amount of operating cash
flow from both the endowment and the
Dana Fund. We will conduct a feasibility
study about the scale and timing of a major
capital campaign.

DANA HALL:
FROM PAST TO FUTURE

1969

22 : Financing the Future

A strategic plan is only as powerful as the sense of
engagement it inspires and the innovations it unleashes.
We hope Dana Hall’s students and families, faculty and staff,
and alumnae from across the generations will see in Vision
2025 a compelling point of view about what Dana Hall
is, has been, and can become, and a clear set of priorities
and initiatives that will allow us to build on our legacy of
leadership, innovation, and impact.
That said, the release of Vision 2025 is merely the first step
in our journey. A group of 41 members of the Dana community

A CALL TO ACTION
VISION 2025
worked to create this strategy. We hope every member of the
Dana community, past and present, will work in some way,
large or small, to help make the strategy a reality. We will
need everyone’s ideas, suggestions, talents, and financial
support. We pledge to provide regular updates as, together,
we turn the aspirations outlined in Vision 2025 into concrete
actions that enrich and extend the Dana Difference.
Now more than ever, Dana Hall needs your support,
because now more than ever, the world needs the confident,
compassionate, intellectually curious young women that
Dana Hall helps to create.

24 : A Call to Action: Vision 2025

THE MAKING OF VISION 2025
The process of creating Dana Hall’s new strategic plan ran for one year, from October 2017 to October 2018. It drew on insights,
ideas, and proposals from students, alumnae, faculty and staff, current and past parents. At the core of the process was a planning
committee of 41 trustees, administrators, and teachers. This Group of 41 met in full for a day of brainstorming and analysis in
October 2017. The group then divided into five separate teams, each focused on one of the plan’s core themes. Each team analyzed
Dana’s strengths—programs and offerings that distinguish us, and that we can elevate and expand. Teams also identified their
worries, areas we need to upgrade to reach our full potential. Each team explored the broader context for its theme—trends,
developments, and disruptions to which we must respond. Finally, the teams identified a set of initiatives that they believed were
core to the Dana Hall agenda through 2025.
After months of data collection, research on best practices, and interactions with constituencies on and off campus, the
Group of 41 reassembled in April 2018. Each team presented preliminary findings and recommendations—aspirations and actions—
to the rest of the Group of 41, whose members offered feedback and suggestions. In May 2018, the teams presented revised
findings and recommendations to the Board of Trustees, which offered its feedback. The Board of Trustees voted to approve the
final plan in October 2018.
We offer our profound thanks to the members of the Group of 41 for their hard work and dedicated service, and to all members
of the Dana Hall community who shared their ideas and proposals.

Dana Hall Vision 2025
Steering Committee (2017–18)
Katherine Bradley, Head of School
Marcia Teng Ishizuka ’77, Chair of the
Board of Trustees
Sandy Niles P17, 19, Trustee
Bill Taylor P15, 18, Trustee

Dana Hall Vision 2025
Committee (2017–18)

Design: Taylor Design

Kristin O’Donnell Bedard ’97, Trustee
J. Carey Bloomfield ‘66, G24, 25, Trustee
Charlie Breslin P20, Chief
Operating Officer*
Angela Brown, Director of Enrollment
Management and Marketing
Sandra Lopez Burke P20, Trustee
Warren Cross P11, Trustee
Linda Derezinski, English Teacher

Alden Derr, Math Teacher
Kellyanne Dignan ’99, Trustee
John Doll, Science Department Head
Jean Egan P20, Trustee
Bill Foley P89, 91, 99, G23, Trustee
Shannah Frambes P17, 19, 22, Trustee*
Lee Ferguson Frechette ’81, P16,
22, Trustee
Lexi Gibbs ’85, Trustee
Amy Gleason, Math Teacher*
Julie Gray P07, 10, Director
of Advancement*
Jeff Hawkins P20, Trustee
Blair Hendrix P19, 21, Trustee*
Nia Jacobs, Academic Dean*
Jennifer Adams Knebel ’78, P11,
13, Trustee*
Raquel Lachman ’98, Trustee*
Nick Lloyd, Math Teacher*

Bill Maffie P21, 23, Trustee
Sarah Martin, Social Studies Teacher*
Rob Mather P24, Assistant Head
of School*
Shannon O’Keefe Redgate ’87,
P22, Trustee
Michael Robinson P17, Trustee*
Peter Rosenberg P16, Trustee
John Roth P19, Trustee
Jenny Salamone, Social Studies Teacher
Diane Seaborn, House Director
Leslie Nonkin Seymour ’74, Trustee
Lisa Unsworth P15, Trustee
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Now more than ever, Dana Hall needs your
support, because now more than ever, the
world needs the confident, compassionate,
intellectually curious young women that
Dana Hall helps to create.
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